The performance of the DQRUMA MACprotocol for multimedia traffic in a realistic indoor environment using Guarantee Bandwidth Minimising Delay (GBMD) scheduling policy is evaluated by simulations in this paper. The efficiency of the GBMD is compared to the corresponding with the FCFS with priorities and the RR with priorities.
Introduction
Wireless ATM (W-ATM) is a promising technology for the hture broadband services due to its capacity of providing different communication services, in various application environments, while guaranteeing a previously agreed quality of service (QoS) [ 13. A typical W-ATM network follows a protocol layer harmonised with the standard ATM. The wireless air interface consists of the Wireless Physical layer (W-PHY) and Data Link Control @LC) layer. This last contains a Medium Access Control (MAC) and a Logical Link Control (LLC) sublayers.
The performance of the DQRUMA MAC protocol [2] for multimedia traffic, using the GBMD [3] scheduling policy, in a realistic environment is analysed in this paper.
The efficiency of the GBMD within the DQRUMA is compared to the corresponding efficiency with the FCFS with priorities and the RR with priorities. The protocol has been simulated in conjunction with a type-I1 Hybrid AitQEEC protocol based on punctured R-S codes [4] for the W-LLC and an OFDM system for the physical layer in an indoor environment. The study is focused in the uplink since, due to the limited power of the mobile transmitter, it is the worst conditioned of the two links.
Due to the long coherence time of the picocellular mobile channel, the detailed physical layer simulation requires programs that execute too slowly. To overcome this problem, the physical layer is modelled by a Hidden Markov Model 0. This method reproduces the statistical behaviour of the physical layer, in terms of emor distribution and it describes with a good approach the error distribution of the real sequences [ 5 ] .
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 a brief description of the physical layer is presented. In section 3 the DQRUMA protocol are reported while in section 4 the three scheduling algorithms are analysed. Sections 5 describes the traffic models that are used in the simulations. In section 6 the simulation model is described while in the last section simulations results are done.
Physical Layer
A typical OFDM based physical layer is used in the simulations. It provides a 20 Mb/s wireless link in a bandwidth of 25 MHZ operating at 5.2 GHz.
16 sub-camers are used in parallel with QPSK modulation on each one. An Inverse Fast Fourrier Transformation (IFFT) and an oversampling factor of 4 is used to generate the time domain samples transmitted during one OFDM symbol. An oversampling is necessary to avoid aliasing in the generated signal spectrum. To add the cyclic prefix, some samples at the end of each OFDM symbol are replicated to the beginning of the symbol. The 0-7803-6684-O/OO/$l O.OO 0 2000 IEEE use of a time domain raised cosine (roll-off=0.5) windowing that lasts 15.6% at the beginning and at the end of each OFDM symbol is necessary to reduce the adjacent channel interference. Thus, the total OFDM symbol ( 1 . 6 6 5~) is made up of the windowing time, a FFT period of 1.28 ps and a 160 ns cyclic prefix time.
Before being transmitted, the signal passes through a nonlinear power amplifier with 3dB back-off.
The modulated signal passes through a picocellular radio channel that has a maximum propagation delay of 1 OOns modelled by three time-variant propagation paths. To estimate the transfer fimction of the channel, a 10 QPSK symbol pilot sequence known a priori by the receiver is transmitted with ideal back-off once every 1000 OFDM symbols.
In the receiving end, the signal is demodulated coherently and the bits are detected one by one using minimum distance criterion. Ideal time and frequency synchronism is assumed.
D.Q.R.U.M.A.
The DQRUMA is an efficient demand-assign type channel access protocol which is designed for fixed-length packets (ATM cells) considering a time slotted system with no frame reference.
It can be divided into two phases, a Request Access (RA) phase and a packet transmission phase. The up-link (UL) stream is divided in a series of minislots used for requesting access (RA-channel), each one followed by a slot for packet transmission (Xmt channel). When a packet arrives at an empty buffer, the mobile sends, probably in contention with other mobiles, a request access (Xmt-Req) to the Base Station (BS) via the up-link RA-channel. When the BS successfilly receives a Xmt-Req from a mobile, it sets the corresponding entry in the Request Table (RT) to indicate that a mobile has a packet to transmit. The BS informs the reception of the Xmt-Req by broadcasting the Access ID over the down-link. When not Acknowledgement (NACK) is received, the mobile is dropped in the backlog mode and retries to transmit after a back-off interval.
Dynamic Access channel slotted Aloha is used as random access protocol for the RA-Channel. Pseudobayesian algorithm is used by the mobiles in computing their retransmission probabilities after collisions of the their transmit requests.
According to a desired scheduling policy the BS chooses one of the mobiles that has a non empty Xmt-Req field in the RT and broadcasts the Access ID over the down-link channel. With cell transmission is also includes Piggybacking (PGBK) Request, without contention, to indicate it has more packets in its buffer. If all the XmtRequest fields in the RT are empty, the BS uses the down link Xmt-Perm channel to announce that the next up-link Xmt-channel will be converted into multiple RA-channels.
When channel effects are considered, in the RA-phase only error detection is applied. Some bits in the Xmt-Req packet are only used to detect errors. A NACK message is sent to the mobile if at least an error is detected by the CRC code in the Xmt-Req packet. Then the mobile is dropped in backlog mode. Since the mobiles are situated at different distances from the base station, their signal powers are not the same. Therefore, in case of a collision event, it may still be possible that a packet with the strongest signal strength captures the receiver.
When transmission happens, the type-I1 Hybrid ARQFEC [4] is applied in order to ensure reliable transmission under the worst channel conditions.
Scheduling policies

GBMD
The GBMD service policy combines the desirable for a scheduling police features of isolation and sharing, providing guaranteed bandwidth for each service while attempting to minimise the system delay.
The novel characteristic of this algorithm is that two distinct techniques are used to determine the order of service for cells. The Guaranteed Service Queue (GSQ) is used as a mechanism for delivering guaranteed bandwidth, while the FCFS server optimises delay performance at other instants in time. In [3] the scheduler checks the buffer of each mobile but when the algorithm is used within the DQRUMA the scheduler checks for non-empty entries of the request table.
This service policy operates in two phases to determine the order of service for cells. In the first phase, the cells that must be served in order to ensure that the requested bandwidth is delivered to each mobile are identified. These mobiles place an entry in the GSQ and they are served in FCFS order. It is noted that only mobiles with a non empty entry in the request table can place an entry in the GSQ. Whenever the GSQ is empty in a time slot, the server enters in the second phase. In this phase the oldest cell among all mobiles of the same priority class that has a non-empty entry request table is served. This accomplished by comparing the time of cell generation.
The basic philosophy of this scheduling algorithm is that cells are served through the GSQ only when required. At all other times, cells are served in FCFS order within the same class. This technique relies on a counter that is associated with each mobile; a counter reaching to zero signifies that a cell from the mobile, if there is an entry in the RT, is to be placed in the GSQ. Initially, counters for all the mobiles are set to I . At the beginning of each time slot, for each mobile, if counterj is greater than 0, then counter j is decremented by a fixed value, 5. The value 9
is calculated based on guaranteed requested by mobilej and is equal to the fraction of server capacity that is allocated to mobile j . If counterj is less than or equal to 0, after decrementing the counter, an entry from the userj is to be placed in the GSQ. If the mobile has a non-empty entry to the request table, then an entry is placed in the GSQ and the counter j is reset to 1. If for this mobile there is no entry to the request table or if counterj is greater than 0, then the algorithm ends for mobilej in the current time slot. Once the counters for all mobiles are updated, and enties are placed in the GSQ, then a cell from a user that have an entry in the,GSQ is served, if any present. If there are no entries in the GSQ, then the scheduler serves the cell with the oldest cell. The counter of this flow is then reset to I .
FCFS with priorities and RR with priorities
For every priority class i the base station maintain a request table called RT-i. In each time slot the base station searches for a non-zero entry in the table with the higher priority is executed. Starting from priority class 4 (CBRvoice) and going down to priority class 1 (ABR-WWW) the scheduler checks if all entries in the RT-i are zero, then the table for priority class i-I is examined. Generally only if all entries in a priority class i are zero, the table with the lower priority is examined. If at some priority class there exists a non-zero entry then the corresponding mobile terminal will be allowed to transmit a cell in the next time slot. If a non-empty field does not exist in all the request tables the base station informs via the downlink channel that the next slot will be converted in minislots. After that a new search in the next time slot always starts from the higher priority table. Within a priority class FCFS and RR scheduling mechanisms are applied to determine which mobile is allowed to transmit.
When FCFS is utilised the tails of the delay distribution are minimised, while with RR isolation between the flows is attained.
Traffic Models
Traffic models for voice, video, data and WWW are used in order to evaluate the performance of the above scheduling algorithms in the DQRUMA. Each of the models correspond to one of the ATM traffic services.
Voice traffic-A voice traffic can be characterised by the two-state Markov process [6] . The users alternates between the ON and OFF states which correspond to the talkspurts and idle periods of speech. In the ON state voice packets are generated at a constant bit rate of 64 kbits/s, while no packets are generated in the OFF state during to the silence period. The activity and the silence intervals have exponential distribution with mean 1 s and 1.35s, respectively. A voice cell is dropped when it remains in the buffer longer than 10ms.
Video traffic-The video traffic represents real time VBR traffic. To incorporate large peaks in the rate occurs when scene changes take place, due to the complete update of the image a two-state model is used.
In the first state a source is modelled using a method belonging to the class of discrete-time batch Markov arrival processes @-BMAP) [7] . In this case each source is modelled as superposition of 10 identical independent ON-OFF sources, each of them generating traffic at constant rate during the ON period. The time interval in each period have geometrical distribution. Mean rate of 256 kbitsls and standard deviation of 128kbitsls is assumed. In the second state cells are generated with probability equal to the peak rate of the source. A traffic source remains in this state for a geometrically distributed time with mean a video frame duration. Maximum delay allowed for a cell generated by a video source is 10ms.
Data traffic-The traditional Poisson process cannot capture the fractal-like behaviour of the data traffic [8] . Self-similar models show that the traffic has similar statistical properties at a range of time scales. In [8] long range dependent traffic with Hurst parameter H=(3-a)/2 is obtained by the superposition of a number of ON-OFF sources in which the ON-OFF periods have a Pareto type distribution with infiite variance. In the simulation the a-value in the Pareto distribution is equal to 1.2, while mean data rate of 256 kbits/s and standard deviation of 128kbits/s are used. A data cell is discarded if not tr$smitted after 500 ms.
Arrival session probability
Average number of packet calls in a session WWW traffic-A typical WWW browsing session [9] consist of a sequence of packet calls. During a packet call several packets may be generated, which means that the packet call constitutes of a bursty sequence packets. a packet call corresponds to uploading of a WWW document (e.g. e-mail, TCP ACK etc.). Each packet contains several ATM cells. After the document arrives to the BS, the user consumes certain amount of time for preparing another WWW document. The number of packet calls per session, the time between two consecutive packet call requests, the number of packets in a packet call and the time interval between two consecutive packets inside a packet call are modelled as a geometrically distributed random variable. The session arrival process is modelled as a Poisson process. For the packet size, Pareto distribution with cut-off is used. A maximum packet size of 65535 bytes is allowed while the cell lifetime is 1s.
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Simulation Model
In the simulation model the base station is located at the centre of a circular cell of unit radius and the position of the mobiles is uniformly distributed in the circle and does not change during the simulation.
Before starting the simulation the received signal power at the base station from each mobile normalised to the received signal power at the border of the cell is calculated. Path loss exponent, that has the typically for picocellular indoor environment value of 2 is assumed.
The E D o depending on the EOObo,dn is then defined and the corresponding HMM transition matrix is assigned to each mobile. It is underlined that EoOborder of 12 dE3 has been calculated.
At the beginning of each time slot, the state of each transition matrix is updated. Using these transition matrices, the error distribution both in Xmt-Req packets and in transmitted cells is produced. Apart from these matrices, a set of transition matrices called "capture matrices" for values of E n o , in steps of 1 dE3, are also updated at the beginning of each slot. In case of collision an equivalent signal power called "capture power", for the user with the higher signal power between the collided users, is calculated. This "capture power" depends on the power of the other collided users. Based on this value the appropriate HMM "capture matrix" is used to produce the error distribution in the Xmt-Req packet.
Considering that the physical layer is OFDM based, each time slot consists of 17 OFDM blocks. The first of them is used as Xm-Req packet. In the other 16 OFDM Average interamval time between packets I 10.4ms I blocks the ATM payload, the ATM compressed header, all the other necessary headers, error detection and error correction bits are carried. A multimedia scenario is used in order to evaluate by simulation the previous described scheduling policies within the DQRUMA.
Simulation Results
In our scenario 60% of the users have data and WWW capability simultaneously, using notebook computer or palmtop. 15% of the users have simultaneously data and voice capabilities. 10% of the users have only voice capability and the remaining 10% only video capability. For all the services 64 kbit/s minimum bandwidth are guaranteed with the GBMD.
The performance of the time sensitive applications is evaluated by presenting plots for the mean delay, the standard deviation, the 99.9 percentile and the p.d.f. of the delay as well as for the CLR. The standard deviation and the 99.9 percentile of the delay are statistical indicators for the magnitude of the delay jitter and they correspond to measures of the width and the tail of the delay density function respectively.
For the data and the WWW traffic the mean delay and CLR are analysed. Since these services are not time sensitive any other delay parameter are not plotted.
As throughput the ratio of the total received cells without errors to the total number of simulated slots is defined. In the throughput the time dedicated in each time slot to the request access packet, an OFDM block, is included. The mean delay is measured in time slots while CLR is the ratio of the total lost cells to the total transmitted cells is defined. subtracted from these result that the efficiency of the GBMD is better than the RR and is similar to the FCFS.
In Figure 6 and in Figure 7 the p.d.f. of the delay for the voice and the video traffic are depicted. It is evident from these plots that the events with a delay higher than 50 slots appear with lower probability with the FCFS and GBMD in both of the traffic services. This fact happens due to minimum guaranteed bandwidth is provided by this policy. In Figure 9 the corresponding mean delay for the data and the WWW traffic is compared. 
Conclusions
The performance of the DQRUMA using GBMD scheduling policy in a realistic indoor environment has been presented in this paper. The efficiency of the GBMD has been compared to the efficiency of the FCFS with priorities and the RR with priorities scheduling policies within the DQRUMA. Simulations results for the mean delay, the delay jitter the CLR as well as for the p.d.f. of the delay of each traffic service have been done.
From the simulations results it can been seen that the performance of the GBMD policy is better than the RR with priorities and it is close to the FCFS with priorities efficiency. Therefore with the GBMD the requested bandwidth of each mobile is guaranteed without any significant degradation in the mean delay, the delay jitter and the CLR of the traffic services. 
